HEALING: THE INTERPLAY OF RELIGION AND SCIENCE
Sunday-Monday, October 26-27, 2014 | The University Club | Arizona State University
reserve your spot online at http://jewishstudies.asu.edu/science

SUNDAY | OCTOBER 26
1 - 1:15 p.m. Welcome
Robert Page | Provost, Arizona State University
Hava Tirosh-Samuelson | Arizona State University
1:15 - 3:30 p.m. Healing the Sick: Challenges and Possibilities
Models of Healing: How Do We Use Faith to Help the Sick?
Teodoro Forscht Dagi | Harvard Medical School
Medical Care and Outcomes: The Confluence of Factors
Neal Wenger | UCLA
Integrating Science and Spirituality: Physicians’ Education
Howard Silverman | University of Arizona, College of Medicine
respondent: Jason Robert | Arizona State University
3:30 - 4 p.m. Break
4 - 6 p.m. Healing and Narrativity: The Character of Jewish Medical Ethics
Reading to Heal: Narratives and Jewish Bioethics
Jonathan K. Crane | Emory University
Defying Rabbinic Authority: Reproductive Ethics according to Haredi Women
Michal Raucher | University of Cincinnati
Empathy and Healing
Alan Astrow | Maimonides Hospital
respondent: Joel Gereboff | Arizona State University
6:15 - 7 p.m. Dinner Break
7:15 - 8:30 p.m. Keynote Address: Healing as a Spiritual Experience
Dan Sulmasy | University of Chicago

MONDAY | OCTOBER 27
8:30 - 10:30 a.m. Jewish Theologies of Healing: God and the Physician
The Doctor as God’s Partner and Agent in Healing
Elliot Dorff | American Jewish University
Theology and Bioethical Decision Making
David Shatz | Yeshiva University
Where is God When All Hope is Lost?
Alan Mittleman | Jewish Theological Seminary
respondent: Norbert Samuelson | Arizona State University
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. Break
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Allopathic vs. Alternative Modes of Healing: Jewish Perspectives on Optimal Health
Judaism and Alternative Medicine: Kindred Spirits
Cathie-Ann Lippman | UCLA
A World Within: the Human Micribiome, Healing and Tikkun Olam
Paul Mittman | Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine
People-Centered Health Care for All: ICPCM Geneva Declaration 2014
Michael Schwartz | Texas A & M
respondent: Gaymon Bennett | Arizona State University
12:30 - 1:15 p.m. Lunch Break
1:30 - 3 p.m. Panel: Who Makes Medical Decisions? Physicians, Rabbis, Ethicists, Administrators
Rhonda Anderson | CEO, Cardon Children’s Medical Center
Alan Astrow, M.D. | Maimonides Hospital
Rabbi Elliot Dorff | American Jewish University
John Eckstein, M.D. | Mayo Clinic
Donald Schon, M.D. | Private Practice Nephrologist, retired
moderator: Howard Silverman | University of Arizona, College of Medicine